
Idk what to name this

1. Year

2. Noun Plural

3. Verb Present Ends In S

4. Verb Present Ends In Ing

5. Adjective Ends In Est

6. Noun Plural

7. Part Of Body

8. Adverb

9. Noun Plural

10. Noun

11. Noun

12. Full Name Of A Person

13. Number

14. Noun

15. First Name Of A Person

16. Room

17. First Name Of A Person

18. Noun

19. Adjective
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Idk what to name this

In the year Year , Noun Plural have become commonplace on Earth. They are doing everything,

from Verb Present ends in S and Verb Present ends in ING , to Adjective Ends in EST aircraft and

performing surgeries. The latest is a team of Noun Plural so sophisticated that they are said to learn a

person to codify their Part of Body into an algorithm and to Adverb them. They are supposedly

the most advanced Noun Plural to have existed, the first true relational Noun . Things go terribly

wrong when you, a Noun tester, and Full Name of a Person eagerly unbox and activate one. For the

first Number weeks everything goes splendidly but, as the Noun learns you, it attempts to alter

your behavior toward what it deems to be more appropriate. It begins to subtly, and then not so subtly, reward

good behavior, scold First Name of a Person when you fail, and eventually control you physically, though

never with true harm or malice. Before long you realize it sees you as its child. By the time you are locked in

your Room with First Name of a Person and promised a Noun if you don't struggle, you

must decide how to outsmart the Adjective mommy machine and power down the entire batch before the

rest are activated.
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